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2006MY__________________________________________________________________
The following items became standard equipment, which were previously options, official
weight for manual cars increases by 50kg (to 1760kg, automatic now quoted at 1800 kg) .
Note - Some early 06MY cars may not feature the upgraded specification, so do check.

New standard features include
� Cruise control
� Satellite navigation system
� Bluetooth telephone preparation
� Powerfold mirrors
� Reversing sensors

Boot-mounted umbrella
� Heated front seats with new coat hooks and pockets on the rear.
� Tyre pressure monitoring was added in the ROW (already standard in USA)
� New real alloy dials control heating/ventilation (same as Vantage) replacing plastic

items, PRND + larger buttons on the console change from anthracite to pure black.
� OEL display changed to cool white rather than previous yellow
� Dec05 protective film added to rear arch.

New or improved options include
�  15-spoke diamond turned alloy wheels

 06.5MY new trim options and Front Stone guard introduced  .

2007MY____________________________________________________________________________
New standard features include

DB9 Coupe
� New more modern seat style is introduced that features standard Occupant

Classification Sensing (OCS USA only), head/thorax side airbags, twin lumbar
adjustment and high-level electric seat release.

� New three-position memory seats and memory mirrors.
� Seat heating improved - now dual stage
� Automatic garage door opener & Auto dim mirrors standard in US - optional ROW.
� Automatic opening of the boot via keyfob
� Front parking sensors are introduced as a no-cost option.
� Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) in the door handles are introduced as standard.
� New tracker system (with tags/bluetooth) in the UK
� Part way through year new cubby straps added extra storage  in door pockets.
� Part way through MY a new specification of thinner gearbox oil is introduced along

with a modified linkage improving the manual cars gear change, (service ref 236 for
earlier cars).

� Cargo space increases from 155 litres to 186 litres as a result of relocating the
amplifier, first aid kit and tyre inflation equipment.
Rear track increases by 6mm. Turning circle increases from 37.5 to 39.4 ft.

� Ride height lowered by 8mm to 105mm- Height now 1263 (was 1271mm)
DB9 Volante

� Changes as coupe, + the top speed is now unrestricted, matching that of the DB9
Coupe at 186 mph (previously 165 mph.) - improved roll over sensors.

New or improved options include
� Coupe only: DB9 Sports Pack option introduced for improved handling.


